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Escherichia coli isolates carrying chromosomally encoded low-level-quinolone-resistant (LLQR) determinants are frequently
found in urinary tract infections (UTIs). LLQR mutations are considered the first step in the evolutionary pathway producing
high-level fluoroquinolone resistance. Therefore, their evolution and dissemination might influence the outcome of fluoroquinolone treatments of UTI. Previous studies support the notion that low urine pH decreases susceptibility to ciprofloxacin (CIP) in
E. coli. However, the effect of the urinary tract physiological parameters on the activity of ciprofloxacin against LLQR E. coli
strains has received little attention. We have studied the activity of ciprofloxacin under physiological urinary tract conditions
against a set of well-characterized isogenic E. coli derivatives carrying the most prevalent chromosomal mutations (⌬marR,
gyrA-S83L, gyrA-D87N, and parC-S80R and some combinations). The results presented here demonstrate that all the LLQR
strains studied became resistant to ciprofloxacin (according to CLSI guidelines) under physiological conditions whereas the control strain lacking LLQR mutations did not. Moreover, the survival of some LLQR E. coli variants increased up to 100-fold after
challenge with a high concentration of ciprofloxacin under UTI conditions compared to the results seen with Mueller-Hinton
broth. These selective conditions could explain the high prevalence of LLQR mutations in E. coli. Furthermore, our data strongly
suggest that recommended methods for MIC determination produce poor estimations of CIP activity against LLQR E. coli in
UTIs.

C

iprofloxacin (CIP) is one of the agents commonly utilized for
treatment of urinary tract infections (UTIs) (1–3). It is used as
an appropriate therapy in patients with UTI not requiring hospitalization in areas where the prevalence of resistance is under 10%.
In addition, it is considered an effective treatment in the prevention of UTI in kidney transplant recipients (4, 5). However, during
recent years a clear increase in resistance to fluoroquinolones
(FQ) has been described worldwide (6, 7).
The predominant causative agent of community-acquired
UTI, Escherichia coli, acquires resistance mainly through chromosomal mutations in the genes encoding subunits of the DNA gyrase (gyrA and gyrB genes) and topoisomerase IV (parC and parE
genes) or in regulatory genes affecting permeability or efflux (8).
Some of these mutations lead to generation of low-level-quinolone-resistant (LLQR) E. coli mutants, with a CIP MIC that is higher
than the epidemiological cutoff value but still below the resistance
breakpoint for most FQs. A high (from 17% to 39%, depending on
the study) prevalence of LLQR E. coli in UTIs has been previously
described (8, 9). However, the causes of this prevalence are unclear, as the high CIP levels found in the bladder after treatment
should be sufficient to eradicate any susceptible bacteria.
It has been stated that small increases in MIC values produced
by LLQR mutations have a profound impact on the mutant, preventing concentration of FQs and raising the likelihood that
strains with high-level resistance will appear (10). Therefore,
LLQR mutants are arguably the first step on the evolutionary
pathway to producing high-level quinolone resistance, and thus
their dissemination and evolution might influence the outcome of
FQ treatment of UTI.
One of the determinants of this outcome is the environment
found in the urinary tract, which is characterized mainly by the
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presence of urine and anaerobic conditions. Urine is a fluctuating
and complex fluid composed of over 95% water, plus sodium,
ammonia, phosphate, sulfate, urea, creatinine, proteins, and
products processed by the kidney and liver (11). The variability in
the physicochemical properties of urine is best illustrated by the
wide pH range of human urine, which normally varies from 5 to 8
(12). Additionally, the bladder environment is mainly anaerobic,
with a concentration of dissolved oxygen (DO) in urine of about
4.2 ppm (13); the concentration is also variable and mainly reflects
the renal metabolic state. Moreover, in patients with urinary infections, the urine DO concentration is significantly reduced as a
result of oxygen consumption by the infecting microbes (13).
However, the relative contributions of these parameters to the
possible outcomes of CIP treatment against LLQR strains have
received little attention. CIP is an ampholyte consisting of an
acidic group and a basic group that can exist in four different
pH-dependent protonation forms (14). The zwitterionic form is
necessary for bacterial permeability, while the neutral form provides good intestinal absorption (15). Therefore, the wide range of
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TABLE 1 Genotypes of isogenic and UPEC strainsa
Genotype
Strain

gyrA1

Isogenic
ATCC 25922
EC01
EC02
EC03
EC04
EC05
EC06
EC07
EC08
EC09

S83L
S83L
S83L
S83L
S83L
S83L
S83L
S83L

UPEC
Val09
MAC02
MAC10
MAC11
MAC21a
MAC33
a

gyrA2

parC

marR

⌬
⌬
S80R
S80R
D87N
D87N
D87N
D87N

S83L
S83L
S83L
S83L
S83L

⌬
⌬

S80R
S80R

⌬

S80R
S80I
D87Y

UPEC, uropathogenic Escherichia coli strains; ⌬, precise deletion.

pH found in human urine can affect the ionization status of CIP
and can thus modify its antimicrobial activity (16–19). Regarding
oxygen levels, it has been reported that growth under conditions
of anaerobiosis affects bacterial susceptibility to CIP (20). Therefore, both parameters could, in principle, influence the resistance
profiles of LLQR UTI strains, thus affecting the prognosis of treatment.
Pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic (PK/PD) studies indicate that very high (up to 990 g/ml) concentrations of CIP can
be reached in urine during treatment (21), suggesting that, despite
a possible effect of pH and other urine parameters on CIP activity,
such treatment should be sufficient to kill any susceptible bacteria.
However, to date, no studies on the effect of these parameters on
the activity of CIP against strains containing LLQR mutations
have been performed.
Consequently, we aimed to evaluate the impact of the abovementioned parameters (namely, growth in urine, pH, and anaerobiosis) on the antimicrobial activity of CIP against a set of wellcharacterized isogenic LLQR strains carrying the most frequent
chromosomal mutations (9, 22) and against a series of E. coli clinical isolates with known LLQR mutations. MICs of CIP in both
Mueller-Hinton broth (MH) and urine under various pH and
oxygen supply conditions were studied. In addition, the survival
rates of these strains in the presence of the maximum concentration of CIP reached in the bladder were also analyzed.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Strains and growth conditions. Wild-type E. coli ATCC 25922 and nine
different isogenic strains carrying combinations of the most prevalent
chromosomal mutations (⌬marR, gyrA-S83L, gyrA-D87N, and parCS80R) were used. Isogenic strains were those constructed previously by
Machuca et al. (23). Moreover, six uropathogenic E. coli (UPEC) strains
with well-characterized LLQR mutations that had been isolated from patients in the University Hospital Marques de Valdecilla and University
Hospital Virgen Macarena during 2009 were studied (Table 1).
MH (Conda Pronadisa, Spain) was used as a control medium. For
growth rate determinations, overnight cultures of the strains were diluted
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1:100 into MH and cultured with aeration at 37°C during 2 h at 180 rpm
to obtain bacteria in the exponential-growth phase. Growth assays were
conducted in clear flat-bottom 96-well MicroWell plates (Nunc, Roskilde,
Denmark), containing 8 replicates of 100 l per sample. The plates were
incubated at 37°C with shaking on an automated microplate reader (Infinite M200; Tecan, Männedorf, Switzerland), and the absorbance at 595
nm for each well was measured every 30 min. The duration of each assay
was 24 h.
Urine obtained from 3 healthy volunteers who had not received antibiotic treatment during the previous 6 months was pooled, sterilized by
filtration through 0.22-mm-pore-size filters (polyethersulfone [PES]
membrane) (VWR, United Kingdom), divided into aliquots, and stored
at ⫺20°C. The urine was adjusted to pH values of 5.0, 6.0, and 7.0 with
HCl or NaOH (both from Sigma-Aldrich), and the samples were again
subjected to sterile filtration before use. Urine-agar plates were made by
mixing 4:1 pH-adjusted pooled human urine with 6% agar (Conda Pronadisa, Spain). Final pH values were determined for urine-agar before
plating and were readjusted when necessary.
Measurement of pH of urine from patients with community-acquired E. coli UTI. From March 2015 to June 2015, ⱖ18-year-old patients
with UTI symptoms receiving care at the Primary Care Units of Virgen del
Rocío University Hospital were included in this study. Midstream catch
urine was collected in sterile preservative tubes (SRO-1-25B; Soria Melguizo S.A., Madrid, Spain) and was transported on ice. Urine samples
were processed within 4 to 8 h after collection. For each sample, 10 l of
urine was quantitatively cultured onto Brilliance UTI Clarity agar plates
(Oxoid, Basingstoke, United Kingdom). All plates were aerobically incubated for 18 to 24 h at 37°C, and the results were expressed as the number
of CFU per milliliter. Urine pH was measured in each collected specimen
with a pH meter.
Cultures in which E. coli levels were above thresholds of ⱖ105 CFU/ml
for women and ⱖ103 CFU/ml for men were defined as positive. In total,
pH values of urine from 136 patients (with proven UTI caused by E. coli)
were included.
Susceptibility testing. MICs of CIP were determined in triplicate for
each bacterial strain using the broth microdilution method, according to
the Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI) reference methods
(24). Overnight cultures were prepared and adjusted to a density of 0.5
McFarland. To reproduce urine physiological conditions, the MICs of
CIP were measured in MH and urine at pH values of 5, 6, and 7. To
determine if the effect was due only to the decrease in pH, MICs were also
measured in MH at pH 5 and pH 6, in addition to the standard pH of MH
broth (7.3 ⫾ 0.1). Microplates were incubated under aerobic and anaerobic conditions.
MICs of CIP were also determined by a gradient MIC strip methodology (Liofilchem srl, Italy) according to CLSI criteria. Bacterial suspensions were prepared from overnight cultures and adjusted to a density of
0.5 McFarland. Gradient MIC strip experiments were performed on MH
agar (Difco, Soria Melguizo, Spain) and urine-agar with pH values of 5, 6,
and 7. Plates were incubated under aerobic conditions for 24 h (48 h for
urine-agar tests) at 37°C.
Survival rates. Overnight cultures of the different strains were grown
at 37°C without the antimicrobial agent in both MH and urine at different
pH values. Then, bacteria at a density of ⬃5 ⫻ 105 CFU/ml from these
cultures were inoculated into fresh MH or urine containing CIP and were
incubated at 37°C for 6 h in anaerobiosis. The quinolone concentration
used for determination of survival rates was 1,000 g/ml, slightly above
the maximum concentration of CIP reached in urine within the first 6 h
after administration of an oral dose of 500 mg CIP (21), which is the
recommended dose for adults (4). Antibiotic-free broth was evaluated in
parallel as a control. Viable counts were determined by plating serial dilutions onto MH agar plates incubated at 37°C for up to 24 h. The survival
rate was calculated by normalizing the number of surviving bacteria to the
estimated initial population.
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FIG 1 Distribution of urine pH values in 136 samples from patients with UTI
caused by E. coli.

RESULTS

Variability of pH in urine from UTI patients. We first conducted
a prospective study to measure the urine pH from patients with
community-acquired E. coli UTI. The results presented in Fig. 1
demonstrate a wide variability in pH values, ranging from 5 to 8,
suggesting that physiological urinary pH is highly variable among
patients. We found that the vast majority (90%) of pH values were
below neutrality, with most samples being markedly acidic (63%
with pH ⫽ ⱕ6). This result, which agrees with a previous report
(25), indicates that low urine pH is the rule rather than the exception in UTI patients.
Effect of urine pH on the growth of E. coli ATCC 25922. We
then studied the ability of the E. coli ATCC 25922 strain to grow in
urine at physiological pH values. Growth curves in MH and urine
were carried out using an automated spectrophotometer under
controlled conditions of temperature and shaking. Figure 2 shows
that E. coli ATCC 25922 was able to prosper in urine, although its
growth was somewhat lower than that in MH, probably due to the
low concentration of nutrients. Acidification of urine, including
pH 5, led to only small decreases in growth, demonstrating that E.
coli is well adapted to extreme pH values. Similarly, all LLQR derivatives were able to grow in urine at different pH values (data not

FIG 2 Growth curves of E. coli ATCC 25922 growing in MH and urine at
different pH values. Error bars represent standard errors of the means of results from at least four replicates. MH, Mueller-Hinton; UR, urine; OD, optical
density.
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FIG 3 CIP susceptibility testing for two representative strains (ATCC 25922
and EC05), using the gradient MIC strip methodology. It was observed that pH
has a great influence on CIP activity, with a significant increase in MICs when
pH decreases. MICs (shown in micrograms per milliliter) are indicated at the
right bottom for each condition. UR 7, urine-agar pH 7; UR 6, urine-agar pH
6; UR 5, urine-agar pH 5.

shown). It should be noted here that we were unable to perform
growth curve determinations in basic urine (pH 8) because, under
our conditions, urine components precipitate at pH values higher
than 7. This, together with the fact that basic urine is uncommon
among UTI patients (⬍5%) (Fig. 1), led us to exclude this condition from further experiments.
Effect of pH and anaerobiosis on the activity of CIP against
LLQR E. coli strains growing in urine. To determine if CIP activity is affected by urine acidification, we performed preliminary
MIC determinations using of a combination of the gradient MIC
strip methodology and pH-adjusted urine agar plates (see Materials and Methods). As expected, pH values had a large influence
on the CIP MICs detected by gradient MIC strips for all LLQR
strains. Figure 3 shows an illustrative example with ATCC 25922
and its gyrA-S83L–parC-S80R derivative EC05.
The activity of CIP against all LLQR isogenic derivatives was
also determined in urine under different conditions (pH and anaerobiosis) by the microdilution method. Table 2 confirms that
pH had a large influence on MICs, with 4-fold to 16-fold MIC
increases in the ATCC 25922 strain and its isogenic LLQR derivatives when the pH was changed from neutral to 6. Importantly,
with the exception of the ATCC 25922 and EC01 (⌬marR) strains,
all susceptible strains became resistant (MIC of ⬎4 g/ml) according to CLSI classification. The MIC increases were even
higher when the urine pH was set to 5. Under those conditions,
CIP activity decreased 32-fold to 256-fold in comparison to the
activity seen at pH 7. At pH 5, all strains except ATCC 25922 were
resistant to CIP, as defined by CLSI guidelines. Taken together,
these results indicate that the presence of any of the studied LLQR
mutations was enough to confer clinical levels of resistance at
acidic but physiological pH. Remarkably, the ATCC 25922 strain,
which lacks any of these resistance determinants, remained susceptible under these conditions.
Regarding the effect of anaerobiosis, Table 2 (nO2 columns)
shows that growth under anaerobic conditions increased the CIP
MICs 2-fold to 8-fold at pH 7 compared to the values obtained
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TABLE 2 Ciprofloxacin MICs for E. coli strains in urine at different pH
valuesa

TABLE 4 Mean fold changes in MICs of ciprofloxacin in MH broth and
urine at different values of pH and anaerobiosisa

MIC (g/ml)

MIC (g/ml) in MH broth and urine at pH:

UR pH 7

UR pH 6

UR pH 5

7

6

5

Strain

O2

nO2

O2

nO2

O2

nO2

Strain

O2

nO2

O2

nO2

O2

nO2

ATCC 25922
EC01
EC02
EC03
EC04
EC05
EC06
EC07
EC08
EC09

0.015
0.03
0.25
0.5
0.5
1
1
0.5
4
8

0.03
0.06
1
2
2
4
1
2
8
16

0.06
0.25
4
8
8
16
4
8
32
64

0.25
0.5
4
16
16
64
4
16
64
256

1
4
32
64
64
256
32
64
512
512

1
2
32
32
64
256
32
64
512
512

ATCC 25922
EC01
EC02
EC03
EC04
EC05
EC06
EC07
EC08
EC09

4
1
4
2
2
1
4
2
2
1

8
8
8
8
4
4
8
8
4
4

32
8
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16

64
64
32
64
32
64
32
64
32
64

128
32
128
32
64
64
128
64
128
32

256
256
256
128
128
256
256
256
256
128

a
Intermediate and resistant MIC values according to the CLSI guideline are shown in
bold. O2, aerobic incubation; nO2, anaerobic incubation.

with oxygen, converting all strains, except ATCC 25922 and EC01,
to intermediate or resistant. The increases due to the absence of
oxygen at pH 6 were minimal (from 2-fold to 4-fold), and there
were almost no changes at pH 5.
In summary, these results demonstrate that the pH of urine
had a great effect on the activity of CIP against the E. coli ATCC
25922 LLQR isogenic derivatives, with a pH of 5 capable of converting all LLQR strains to intermediate or resistant to CIP according to CLSI breakpoints. Furthermore, growth in urine at
neutral pH under anaerobic conditions produced an increase in
MIC values sufficient for classifying eight strains as resistant which
would have been considered susceptible by traditional MIC determinations in MH.
Table 3 shows that, similarly to the results obtained with urine,
acidification of MH had a great effect on CIP activity, with increases of 8-fold to 16-fold and 32-fold to 64-fold at pH 6 and 5,
respectively. At pH 6, all strains, except ATCC 25922 and EC01,
became resistant or intermediate, as defined by the CLSI clinical
breakpoints. On the other hand, growth in the absence of oxygen
had a smaller effect in MH than in urine, with CIP activity increases of 2-fold to 4-fold at pH 7 and almost no effect at pH 6 and

TABLE 3 MICs of ciprofloxacin for isogenic E. coli strains in MH broth
at different pH valuesa

a

O2, aerobic incubation; nO2, anaerobic incubation.

5. Therefore, growth in urine exacerbated the effect of pH and
anaerobiosis on the CIP activity with respect to growth in MH.
MIC determinations under physiological conditions. Current methods employed to determine MICs in clinical microbiology laboratories are based on growth in MH broth or on MH agar
plates in which the pH is close to neutrality (standard pH is 7.3 ⫾
0.1). Therefore, according to the results described above, when
CIP reaches the bladder, the environmental conditions could alter
its antimicrobial activity. Table 4 shows the fold change in MICs
when the strains are grown in urine at different pH and oxygen
levels in comparison to those obtained using classical MIC determination methods (MH broth, pH 7.3, and aerobiosis). These
results indicate that anaerobic growth in urine increased the CIP
MIC at pH 7 (2-fold to 8-fold), pH 6 (16-fold to 64-fold), and pH
5 (128-fold to 512-fold).
Survival rates at the maximum physiological CIP concentration. The results presented above suggest that CIP treatment of
LLQR strains could be inefficient under UTI physiological conditions. To test this possibility, overnight cultures of the different
strains were grown at 37°C without the antimicrobial agent in
both MH and urine at different pH values. Then, bacteria at a
density of about 5 ⫻ 105 CFU/ml were inoculated into fresh MH
or urine containing CIP (1,000 g/ml) and grown at 37°C during
6 h. The rationale for this experimental design was to mimic the
best-case scenario, using the addition of the highest CIP concentration ever reported within the first 6 h after an oral dose of 500

MIC (g/ml) in MH broth at pH:
7

6

5

Strain

O2

nO2

O2

nO2

O2

nO2

ATCC 25922
EC01
EC02
EC03
EC04
EC05
EC06
EC07
EC08
EC09

0.004
0.008
0.125
0.25
0.5
1
0.125
0.25
2
4

0.008
0.06
0.25
1
1
4
0.25
1
4
16

0.03
0.125
1
2
4
8
1
4
16
32

0.06
0.125
1
4
4
8
1
4
16
64

0.125
0.5
4
8
16
64
4
16
64
256

0.125
0.25
4
8
16
32
4
16
128
128

a
Intermediate and resistant MIC values according to the CLSI guideline are shown in
bold. O2, aerobic incubation; nO2, anaerobic incubation.
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TABLE 5 Ciprofloxacin MICs against clinical strains in MH broth and
urine at different pH valuesa
MIC (g/ml)
MH broth

Urine pH 7

Urine pH 6

Urine pH 5

Strain

O2

nO2

O2

nO2

O2

nO2

O2

nO2

Val09
MAC02
MAC10
MAC11
MAC21a
MAC33

1
0.125
0.25
0.5
0.5
0.125

2
0.25
0.5
2
2
0.5

1
0.25
0.125
0.25
0.25
0.25

8
0.5
0.5
2
2
0.25

8
1
1
2
2
0.5

16
1
4
4
4
1

256
32
32
64
64
8

256
16
16
64
64
8

a
Intermediate and resistant MIC values according to the CLSI guideline are shown in
bold. O2, aerobic incubation; nO2, anaerobic incubation.
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FIG 4 Survival rates of E. coli isogenic strains treated with 1,000 g/ml of CIP after 6 h under anaerobic conditions. Survival rates were calculated by dividing the
number of CFU per milliliter after CIP incubation by the value obtained at time zero. All results were obtained by at least three independent experiments. Error
bars represent standard deviations. Asterisks denote statistically significant differences (P ⬍ 0.05 [Student=s t test]) between conditions in comparison to the
respective survival rate in Mueller-Hinton for every strain.

mg, although the concentration that CIP reaches in the bladder is
typically lower (21). Note that we decided to use such a high concentration because we anticipated that the median CIP concentration during the first hours of treatment (268 g/ml) (21) would be
in a range near or below the MIC for several LLQR strains in urine
under conditions of low pH (see Table 2); hence, the effects of CIP
treatment against these strains would most likely be innocuous.
Figure 4 shows that the survival rates of all strains, except ATCC
25922 and EC01, whose survival rates fall below the detection limit
of our assay, increased substantially (10-fold to 100-fold) in urine
at pH 5 compared with those seen with MH. At higher pH values,
no statistically significant differences in survival were found, except for EC02.
Effect of urine, pH, and anaerobiosis on CIP activity against
LLQR clinical isolates. To discard the possibility that the observed effects were specific to the E. coli ATCC 25922 strain and its
derivatives, we scored the MICs of CIP against six well-characterized LLQR E. coli clinical strains. As for the ATCC 25922 strain, the
MIC showed a marked increase when determinations were performed in urine at different pHs and under anaerobic conditions.
In this case, three of six strains became intermediate, as defined by
the CLSI breakpoints, when MIC determinations were performed
in urine at pH 7 under conditions of anaerobiosis. Further increases were displayed in urine with acidic pHs; all clinical strains
demonstrated resistance at pH 5 (Table 5).
DISCUSSION

The effectiveness of CIP for the treatment of UTI does not depend
on pathogen susceptibility alone. Physicochemical and pharmacological properties of antibiotics are important factors related to
successful therapy. Because CIP is an ampholyte (14), the pH of
urine affects its ionization status, which is critical for its activity
and cellular accumulation in both bacteria and bladder cells. Results of previous studies support the notion that low urine pH
decreases susceptibility to CIP in a number of bacterial pathogens
(16–19, 25).
Our results confirm that growth in urine at neutral pH slightly
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increases resistance to CIP in E. coli (26). This increase is further
enhanced in an anaerobic environment, such as that found in the
bladder. Importantly, growth in acidic urine renders all LLQR
strains resistant to CIP according to CLSI breakpoints. These results suggest that traditional susceptibility testing in MH broth
may result in poor estimations of CIP activity in UTI caused by
LLQR strains.
It has been suggested that the high concentrations of FQ attained in the urinary tract are enough to eradicate bacterial pathogens, even those which, following CLSI guidelines, would have
been considered resistant (27). This assumption is made based on
the empirical success of treatments with CIP against resistant
clones and the predictive values of PK/PD modeling for FQ effectiveness, which, given the high values of maximum concentration
of drug in serum (Cmax) and area under the concentration-time
curve (AUC) reached in the urinary tract, predict the clinical response for strains with drug MIC values as high as ⬃20 g/ml
(28). According to our results, the application of this criterion to
MIC data for LLQR strains suggests that growth in human urine,
under physiological conditions of pH and oxygen concentration,
could cause treatment failure in most cases. Similar behavior is
expected for other fluoroquinolones; for instance, the activity of
levofloxacin, moxifloxacin, and ofloxacin is also affected by
growth in urine, pH, and anaerobiosis (29, 30).
To further validate this prediction, we developed a survival
assay in which bacteria were exposed to an extremely high concentration of CIP (approximately 4-fold the median concentration in urine) within the first 6 h (21) in urine adjusted to different
pH values and in anaerobiosis. Our results show that, especially
under acidic conditions, survival is enhanced 10-fold to 100-fold
in most strains compared to the rate seen with MH at neutral pH.
Furthermore, most LLQR strains showed a relatively small (1 to 2
log) decrease in viability, despite the high CIP concentration that
was used. In contrast, the strain lacking any FQ resistance determinant (ATCC 25922) was unable to cope with the simulated CIP
treatment, highlighting the importance of LLQR mutations in
treatment failure. Once again, these results raise issues regarding
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the clinical success of CIP against LLQR strains under physiological conditions and should be interpreted as cautionary.
Despite the general belief that multiple mutations are required
to generate clinically important resistance in E. coli (31), the results presented here show that UTIs could produce ideal conditions for the generation and selection of single LLQR mutants.
Furthermore, the high survival rates that we found upon CIP exposure could be a determining factor in the development of multistep resistance mutants. FQs have been demonstrated to act as
mutagens and to have a stimulatory effect on recombination frequency (32, 33), accelerating bacterial evolution and antibiotic
resistance. It is conceivable, therefore, that in urine at low pH,
prevalent mutations conferring LLQR such as GyrA S83L could
provide the basal level of resistance needed to withstand the first
hours of treatment. This may provide a window for the emergence
of further resistance fueled by the mutagenic effect of CIP. In
agreement, it has been reported that patients previously treated
with FQ are prone to urinary tract infection caused by CIP-resistant E. coli (34). In summary, urinary tract conditions may represent an environment in which LLQR mutants would be selected
under conditions of treatment with CIP (and possibly other FQs).
This could explain, at least partially, the high prevalence of these
mutations and raises concerns about the appropriateness of CIP
treatments when LLQR strains are detected.
Concerning the clinical and physiological characteristics of patients with UTI caused by E. coli, there are several factors that
should be taken into consideration when CIP is employed. It has
been reported that the composition of the diet affects the acidbase balance in the body. A higher protein intake significantly
increases renal acid excretion by increasing ammonium output,
thus acidifying the urine (35, 36). Moreover, the effect of urine pH
on CIP activity may become relevant in patients with certain underlying diseases. Thus, it is known that patients with hypertension are associated with a lower urinary citrate level and a higher
level of acid excretion, resulting in lower urine pH values (37).
This effect can also be found in patients with type 2 diabetes or
metabolic acidosis (38, 39). There are some patient characteristics
that are related to lower pH values in urine, such as older age or
higher body weight (38, 40, 41). Some medications, such as loop
diuretics or mineralocorticoids, can also acidify urine (42, 43).
Therefore, treatment with CIP for UTI in patients with factors
related to urine acidification could result in therapeutic failure
and increased selective pressure, promoting the development of
bacterial resistance. Thus, urinary pH values could have practical
interest in the management of these patients, where the physician
should select the course best suited to the individual patient: either
basifying the urine by alkalinization (e.g., by the use of potassium
citrate or sodium bicarbonate) (44, 45) with the aim of increasing
the activity of CIP or electing to use other antibiotics not affected
by low pH values.
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